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More perennials
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Healthier catchments
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• Native species on upper 
slopes can be better 
managed through deferred 
grazing and land class 
fencing. 

• Increasing perennial pasture 
species on the lower 
slopes by re-sowing exotic 
perennial pasture improves 
productivity.

• Reducing paddock size and 
implementing rotational 
grazing maximises pasture 
and livestock health and 
production.

Stuart and Janet Morant, from Tallangatta Valley, Victoria 
have improved their grazing management through 
investments in water, wire and perennial pastures.   

The Morant’s run 200 crossbred breeders (mainly black baldy cows) joined to 
Limousin terminal sires, and 500 Poll Dorset stud ewes on their property in the 
mountain foothills on the NSW/Victorian border.  

“Basically we’ve been trying to get as much improved pasture sown as 
possible,” Stuart said.

“During the drought it became obvious our perennial ryegrass pastures were 
not sustainable so we’ve now sown phalaris over a lot of our country.  

“Phalaris has proven to be more persistent than ryegrass, but we still needed 
a non-toxic grazing option for our higher ‘break’ country, where we run our 
sheep during the autumn break.

Investing in wire, water and 
perennials in hill country

EverGraze® is a Future Farm Industries CRC research and delivery partnership:

Farm info.

• Producer: Janet and Stuart Morant 
(EverGraze Supporting Site)

• Location: Tallangatta Valley, Victoria

• Property size: 400 ha

• Mean annual rainfall: 890 mm 

• Soils: Clay loams

• Enterprise: Poll Dorset sheep stud 
and beef cattle.

Janet and Stuart Morant

BELOW:  The Tallangatta Valley EverGraze Supporting Site group inspects the newly established 
perennial pastures in spring, 2008.
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The steeply sloping native pasture ‘control’ paddock 
at the Tallangatta Valley site was set stocked and not 
fenced to land class. It carried only about a quarter of 
the stock that the fenced and improved pasture did.

“We were looking for something that was deep rooted and we 
knew perennial ryegrass wouldn’t work, so we are now trialling 
winter active fescue and cocksfoot. These trials are part of an 
EverGraze Supporting Site, which has been in now for about 
four years.

Fencing for management
“With assistance from our Site coordinator, Jeff Hirth, we fenced 
the 21-hectare site according to land class in 2008. This meant 
fencing out the native pastures, as the Site is on rising country 
between two steeper ridges.

“Tall fescue, summer active cocksfoot, two sub clovers and white 
clover were then sown in 2008 on the rising country, which was 
previously just native grasses. This has allowed us to signifi cantly 
increase carrying capacity of this quite light country.  

“The new pasture was fi rst grazed 11 months after it was sown, 
and in the 12 months since, has carried 8870 DSE grazing 
days/ha (24 DSE/ha).  In contrast, the rotationally grazed native 
pasture on the steeper slope next door (previously part of the 
same paddock) has only run 1340 DSE grazing days/ha (4 DSE/
ha), although it was rested over the summer and autumn.  The 
set stocked native pasture on the other hill ran 2380 DSE grazing 
days/ha (7 DSE/ha) over the same 12 months.

Species selection
“We are always wise in hindsight, and next time I would not include 
the cocksfoot with the fescue as the cocksfoot tended to dominate.

“Whether it has just been a seasonal effect from the wet summers 
in recent years, which allowed the cocksfoot to get ahead, I don’t 
know — it probably wasn’t the best choice.

“The fescue also seeded earlier than the cocksfoot in spring. 
This caused the still vegetative cocksfoot to be selectively 
grazed, leaving the fescue to go tall and rank.  This may have 
also prevented the tall fescue from tillering.

“But once we got into early winter, the fescue started to come 
away well, which was what we were looking for from this winter 
active grass. It is now starting to fi ll our late autumn-early winter 
feed gap each year.  

“A key fi nding from the site is that the rising country is probably 
suited more to cocksfoot than tall fescue.

“In hindsight the right place for fescue would be lower down on 
the better country.

The Morants run livestock including 500 Poll Dorset stud ewes on 
their property in Tallangatta Valley, Victoria.
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Lessons learnt
“What our Supporting Site has proven to me is that cocksfoot 
grows well on the upper slopes.  I am also now interested in trying 
a summer dormant cocksfoot as I have learnt they can be more 
persistent in the upper slopes with very limited soil moisture. 

“In addition to trialling a new perennial mix, we are defi nitely 
rotating the stock more and have split a lot of the paddocks in half 
to better utilise the pastures and match the land formation.

“The smaller paddocks now allow for much better management 
of stock and pastures.  The challenge now is providing adequate 
water to the livestock.

Water proves critical 
“When it became dry and we ran out of stock water we put a 
gravitational tank as high as we could, to gravitate water into 
troughs.  

“Investing in the water system was the fi rst step in the renovation 
program. — if you haven’t got the water you can’t run your stock 
and utilise your pastures effectively.

“So we pump out of the creek with a mono pump and we can 
push it up a 220 metre head for over a kilometre.

“I guess it has taken a lot of water and wire, but the difference it 
makes to the pastures and the livestock is substantial.

“Paddocks of 160 hectares or so were good land areas to 
manage 20 years ago, but since then things have gotten tighter 
and we need to be increasing our effi ciency through smaller 
paddocks and rotational grazing.

 A positive challenge
What we are doing is challenging, but I enjoy improving our 
pastures and the opportunity of trying something different.

“Through programs such as EverGraze, you fi nd out what works 
in your area and basically that’s what a Supporting Site is about 
— transferring the information so the whole community can learn.

“We’ve held a lot of fi eld days to help people learn, and we’ve 
have had pretty good numbers turn up.

“We’ve got a lot of Landcare interest and a Beef Profi t Partnership 
group, so there are a lot of farmers interested in learning and 
trying to gain something from what we’ve done.

“We’ve also learnt from others such as DEPI Victoria, who are 
doing interesting pasture trials that relate to our work. 

“The great thing is that because this DEPI trial is not a seed 
company variety trial, you get to see a range of pastures and how 
they impact on the livestock as well.

“That’s the information that people need — the independent 
information that leads on from EverGraze.”   ■

The site and seasons have tended to favour the cocksfoot in the 
pasture mix.

The fescue bolted to head in early spring while the 
cocksfoot remained vegetative.  This meant that the 
sheep selectively grazed the cocksfoot, leaving the 
fescue to grow tall and rank, also preventing tillering 
and spreading by the fescue

Contact

Stuart Morant

p: (02) 6071 0269 
e:  henlow@harboursat.com.au
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Science behind the story
Jeff Hirth,  private agronomist, Rutherglen, Victoria

The upper slopes of the Tallangatta Valley have largely 
remained covered with native vegetation, particularly native 
grasses. This is because the soils are strongly acidic (pHCa 
= 3.8–4.0), relatively infertile (Colwell P = 18–20 mg/kg) and 
lightly textured (cation exchange capacity = 3–4 meq/100 g).  

Traditionally, there has been little pasture improvement on 
this steeper country because of poor accessibility, limited 
water supplies and the need for ground cover over summer 
and autumn.  

Species mix
In sowing down new pastures, especially on new or tough 
areas, it is quite common to sow a range of species to 
capture the strengths and weaknesses of the soil types.  

Many retailers sell seed mixes with a range of species in 
the mix.  In 2005, a survey of 61 paddocks was carried out 
(Virgona, unpublished). The survey looked at the pasture 
species sown in the Murrumbidgee and Murray catchments 
in NSW, in areas where annual rainfall was greater than 
550 mm.

For each paddock, details of sowing rates and consequent 
management were collected and a soil test taken. Each 
paddock was the assessed for composition, feed availability 
and the frequency of the sown species. 

Using this information, the scientists looked at the 
persistence of sown species and the advantages of sowing 
multiple species. On average most farmers sowed fi ve 
species in each paddock, but on assessing the pastures 
later, only two species on average (including clovers) 
contributed most of the dry matter. In no pasture did they 
fi nd that the fi ve sown species persisted at any 
appreciable level.  

Single dominance
In the Virgona study, the most common species sown 
that survived and contributed were phalaris and sub clover. 
Persistence of phalaris was correlated to soil phosphate 
level and initial sowing rate, indicating that sowing phalaris 
at a lower rate with other species reduced its longer term 
persistence.    

Whilst this study was done in a different region, the fi ndings 
place a question over the value of sowing multiple species in 
pasture mixes in any environment. 

As the Morant’s have indicated, cocksfoot has become the 
dominant grass in the Supporting Site paddock, accounting 
for 39% of the pasture composition compared to 3% for the 
tall fescue, two years after sowing. These results are despite 
similar seeding rates of both grasses (8 kg/ha tall fescue, 
8.5 kg/ha cocksfoot).  

However, given the much smaller size of cocksfoot seed 
(0.71 g/1000 seeds) compared with tall fescue seed 
(2.38 g/1000 seeds), the numbers of seeds sown per square 
metre underline one reason for the cocksfoot’s dominance. 
The cocksfoot was sown at approximately 1200 seeds/m2, 
compared to the tall fescue at about 340 seeds/m2.

Management issues
Sowing mixes of perennial grasses has brought its own 
management challenges for the Morants.  The winter active 
tall fescue matures earlier and more rapidly in mid-spring 
than the cocksfoot, before rapidly declining in digestibility 
and palatability. This means livestock selectively and heavily 
graze the sub clover and cocksfoot, leaving the relatively 
unpalatable tall fescue under-grazed.  

In future, the Morant’s plan to try a winter active tall fescue 
as the only grass in the seed mix, and focus on grazing it 
harder in early spring, while its palatability and digestibility is 
still high.

The sub clover content of the sown pasture has remained 
stable and adequate (17–18%) and this pasture will continue 
to be productive and profi table with adequate inputs of 
phosphorus fertiliser and rotational grazing. 

Among the locals, this ‘very ordinary’ paddock typifi es 
what many of them have up the back of their farms.  They 
were very impressed with how well the new pasture had 
established, which gave them the confi dence to have a go 
at their own ‘ordinary’ paddocks to see what they can do 
with them.   ■

Contact

Jeff Hirth, private agronomist, 
Rutherglen Victoria

p: (03) 5726 5270
e: jeffhirth@bigpond.com
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Valuing pasture establishment and fencing 
in the Tallangatta hills

The EverGraze Supporting Site at Tallangatta clearly showed that 
improved perennial pastures can be successfully established on 
the more challenging soil types. These were typically higher up 
the valley slopes, where native pastures persist well.  

But successful establishment comes at a high cost, in this case 
$902/ha. This included $145/ha to develop (fence and water) 
the 21 hectare site, $470/ha to cultivate, lime and spray eight 
hectares of the site and $287/ha for sowing, seed and fertiliser for 
pasture establishment. 

The sown paddock was top-dressed with 150 kg/ha single super 
(at a cost of $51/ha/year) each subsequent year, except in 2011 
when 1.2 t/ha of lime was applied, at a cost of $150/ha.

Is it affordable?
Cumulative net cash fl ows provide a guide as to the affordability, 
peak debt levels and payback times of an investment in pasture 
improvement options.  The calculations include the capital and 
extra maintenance costs associated with improving the pasture, 
the cost of purchasing extra stock, and the additional income 
from them. It also includes interest costs, to allow for both the 
borrowing of capital and the opportunity cost of investing. 

In this analysis, the extra costs and income of the pasture 
investment are presented on a per hectare basis. The whole farm 
implications (on farm cash fl ow and total debt) of sowing down a 
portion of the farm also need to be estimated and considered. 

 Income
To standardise the enterprise returns, the long term average for 
prime lamb enterprises in the southwest region (41 year average) 
of $30/dse (in current dollars) has been used from the Livestock 
Farm Monitor Project DEPI (2010-11) Report. 

Using the average gross margin makes allowance for normal 
annual variation due to season and prices. This is useful when 
looking at returns over time, instead of using one recent good or 
bad year.

Improving pastures may lead to better animal performance 
through better feed quality. But this cannot be captured with 

Appendix 1:

■   Jane Court, Department of Environment and Primary Industries, Victoria

grazing days, so no estimation has been made for any additional 
benefi ts of improved feed quality that may occur above stocking 
rate increases. This means the overall returns from the improved 
paddocks are likely to be underestimated (or overestimated for 
the native pastures).

Costs
Actual costs (at contractor rates) have been included for the 
pasture improvements, as outlined previously. The native pastures 
received no fertiliser.  Purchase of additional crossbred ewes to 
utilise the extra feed are costed at $154/ewe ($64/DSE).

The stocking rate changes in the improved pastures went from 
no stock in Year 1, to 19.6 DSE/ha in Year 2 and 21 DSE/ha in 
Year 3. In comparison, the native pastures (business as usual) 
stocking rate was 8 DSE/ha. The good seasons in the years 
of the demonstration contributed to the increases in stocking 
rate. Therefore, the long term sustainable stocking rates for the 
improved pastures may not be as high. 

During the years of the demonstration, the seasons meant the 
rest of the farm could carry the livestock while the improved 
pastures were established. However in some years, initial loss of 
feed supply from the paddock being improved could necessitate 
feeding stock, which would increase the costs of establishing new 
pastures.  

Cumulative Net Cash Flow Graphs
Figure 1 shows that improving hill country at the Morant’s property 
will result in peak debt occurring in the second year after 
establishment, due to the purchase of extra stock. 

It will take over eight years for the investment to pay for itself, 
with the prices used above and assuming an 8% interest cost on 
money borrowed

Is it a good investment?
Cash fl ows alone do not tell us whether this improvement is a 
good investment. The common measure that is used to help 
decide whether an investment is worthwhile is return to the 
marginal capital invested, called the Internal Rate of Return (IRR). 
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The IRR is a measure of the economic effi ciency of the investment 
over a set period of time, and can be compared with returns from 
alternative investments of the same capital, with a similar life and 
that are similarly risky. 

The IRR accounts for all the income generated over the period, 
less the costs of the improvements. It also includes a salvage or 
depreciated value of the capital investments (such as livestock, 
fencing and pasture improvement) at the end of the time period.  
Ten years is common for pasture improvement programs. 

Table 1 shows the gross margins per hectare 
(when the improved pasture achieves its 
potential) and the IRR for both pasture options, 
compared to business as usual. IRR is estimated 
over the life of the investment of 10 years, with 
an enterprise gross margin of $30/DSE, 10% 
discount rate and a 75% salvage value for the 
extra stock, pasture improvement and fencing . 

If stocking rates and returns are achieved as 
outlined above, the improvement has a return 
of 23%.

The profi tability of the enterprise (at $30/DSE) in 
our calculations, as well as the large increase in 
stocking rate, has led to very good investment 

returns, despite the high investment costs. 

Increasing stocking rates signifi cantly across the farm may 
increase labour and overhead or infrastructure costs, as well as 
potentially increased exposure to tough seasons. These factors 
should be considered before making large scale improvements.   

For a simple cost-benefi t analysis of pasture improvements, 
use the EverGraze Pasture Improvement Calculator, available at 
www.evergraze.com.au  ■

TABLE 1.  Gross margins, and return on capital (as IRR) estimated for the improved 
pasture at Tallangatta, compared to business as usual (the native pastures)

Analysis ‘Business as 
usual’

Improved pasture

Potential stocking rate (DSE/ha) 8 21

GM/ha at potential ($/ha) 240 630

Value of investment (compared to business as usual)
Return on capital (IRR) 23%

Stud Dorset ewe at the Morant’s property.
FIGURE 1.  Cumulative net cash flow for investment in pastures 
at Tallangatta Valley
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Disclaimer
The information in this document has been published in good faith by Future Farm Industries 
CRC Limited to promote public discussion and to help improve farm profi tability and natural 
resource management. It is general information and you should obtain specialist advice on the 
applicability or otherwise of the information in this document.

Neither Future Farm Industries CRC Limited nor any of its Participants endorse the information 
contained in this document, nor do they endorse any products identifi ed by trade name.

The information in this document is made available on the understanding that neither Future 
Farm Industries CRC Limited, nor any of its Participants will have any liability arising from any 
reliance upon any information in this document.

This document is subject to copyright, and the prior written consent of Future Farm Industries 
CRC Limited must be obtained before it is copied.

For further information:
More information from EverGraze research and fact sheets 
on the place, purpose and management of perennial pastures 
can be found on the EverGraze website:
http://www.evergraze.com.au/fact-sheets.htm

Contact

Jane Court,
DEPI,  Bendigo, Victoria

p: (03) 5430 4597
e: jane.court@depi.vic.gov.au


